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A HEAVY ATTACK ON EMDEN

There were many of our great four-engined Bombers Lancasters,

Stirlings and Halifaxes in the strong f one which attacked Emden last

night. Through this port, and thence along the Dortmund-Ems canal to

the armament factories in the Ruhr* goes much valuable iron ore imported

from Scandinavia, Submarines are also built there at the Nordenseewerke

but Emden is chiefly useful to Germany as a harbour for the handling of

her much-reduced and much-needed imports ,

Some of our crews ran into a thunderstorm, but on the whole it was a

clear night; in fact as one pilot said,
" there was no real darkness. Even

without the help of flares we could pick out almost every detail of the

country and the coast, ¥e saw other aircraft following on behind us, silhouetted

against a sort of sunset afterglow, in the western sky and, away in front,
over Emden, the searchlights and flak and the flares being dropped by those

who had gone ahead guided us straight to our objectives. It was a good

night for fighters, but we didn’t see any; we bombed without interruption,
and on the way back there was a great red glow in the sky to show what we had

done.

There were many reports of buildings well alight and enormous fires in the

dock area.

"There was a great deal of light flak, " the pilot of one Halifax said,
"but it didn’t bother us very much. Our only worry was the thunderstorm,

We had to drop to 3,000 feet to avoid it. For a moment we thought we were

running into a barrage; the lightning looked exactly like flak- At 3,000 feet

we managed to dodge the worst of the storm. It was our only evasive action

during the whole trip.


